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Meeting Minutes

Greetings Bugs!
I’m finally sitting down to
catch up on the newsletter, sorry
to have been so slack. The
meetings have been moderately
attended with either 17 or 18
peeps at each. So, what did we
do? We voted to send the
Houston food Bank another
$200 to help the victims of the
hurricane last year. We also
voted to buy trophy packages
for the Columbia, National and
Regional shows, two of which
are already passed.

Several members attended
Wonderfest again this year and
several of their faces showed
up on “Facebook” thanks to
Crazy Joe’s posts. Yoda got a
silver for his Y-wing as seen in
the last newsletter and felt
maybe a better base would
have set it off and gotten a
gold.
We had a lot of people go to
the Columbia show, and we
had a display of our P-40’s. We
also sold a few models at our
vendor tables. House Cleaning !

Featured
Build

New Guy Steve Mahalko’s
Sherman Diorama

Several members won awards at
Columbia, topped off by Gary’s
nine awards for diorama’s especially his “Best Of” for his penquins blasting off. Aaron, did
youGary Mason won all of the raffle stuff apparently. Aaron has
placed his motorcycle (as seen in
previous newsletters) 1st in the
Columbia show and 1st in the
Lexington show. He also won a
1st with his dodge dart that you
will see later in this letter.
The next show is in Clemmons
on the 25th and is the CKM summer classic car show. The regional is next month on the 15th
in Spartanburg, and SCMA has a
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Cont from page 1

Aaron Thomas

Show in Charleston on Oct. 20th. See
the flyers on page 9.
Yoda reported that fun was had by all at
Wonderfest. He enjoyed speaking with
Sybil Danning of Battle Beyond the Stars.
In August we had our largest raffle yet
with all those who wanted to win a prize
getting one. I want to thank: Jorge for
bringing 7 models, John Alger for 3 great
books and someone, not sure who
brought a 747. I purchased 2 $25 gift certificates to Sprue Brothers also. Roger
Wood from the Gastonia chapter made an
appearance and brought a great F-111.
Gary Dailey and I went to Hobby Lobby to
talk about promoting our club there. I
have to follow up with the manager Stan
to see what we can do. It will depend on
what his regional manager says. But we
can use their classroom space for something, maybe a make and take, or as Alger has suggested, an adult building
class.
In my notes I also have the Jerry Brewer
and Yoda won awards at the Columbia
Show, but I failed to write down what they
were. Sorry

On to the models !!

Award winning bike
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More of Aaron’s cars
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Rampenstein’s models

Porsche tractor

Danbury Mint diecast redone with the scratch
made pump seen below. Great work
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Jorge Suarez

Airfix Walrus He uses fine wire
for his rigging.

Airframe classic Gannet, flew from the HMS
Ark Royal and was an anti-sub plane

Monogram B-24D From the Poelsti raid, with
Koster glass
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Jerry Brewer

Jerry’s WW I works, Fokker’s of Jasta 15 and
the really neat Squadron base . That’s hand
painted Losenge from about 30 years ago.

Jerry Brewer’s P-40 finished and his
Hawker Hurricane. Above
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Dailey

Double “d’s” and a penquin engine
An F-15 in HUGE scale with the Red ,White
And Blue ! And a diecast Warthog that was
based near Syracuse

Roadrunner diorama, you have to look closely to
all the stuff.

The first place
winning
Penquin
Diorama !!
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Willie A

Roger Wood from Gastonia

Willie Althammer’s Heinkle 162 A2

Monogram 1/48 OA-4M
Super model, love the paint.

Roger Wood brought this Cool Bishop tank,
the bottom photo is all the interior stuff you
can’t see.

F-111
Cockpit
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Steve Mahalko

If I’d just said this was Steve’s work, we’d
all think of Tortora, because it’s an action figure and it’s not painted. But no !
Mahalko brought this Dead Pool model
to the August meeting.

Troop Carrier WIP

Sherman Diorama
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Contests

SCMA show in
Charleston Oct 20th
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Bob K “mini tanks”

Joe Hartman’s Civil War Cpl.

Well, not a tank, Acc Min Corvette
Karl Coggin’s Meng Panzer from WW2
Toons series.

Ki-61 WIP
Below is a BT-40 from
Dragon and left is an MP
Jeep.

John Alger had just acquired Civilizedmodels
48001CIV Coors light race plane. We hope to
see this one on the table soon
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Yoda’s work

Racing 109 flown by Udet in 1936.
This is a Tamiya kit,

Me , the King and Gary Mason

Dave M’s M26 Pershing in progress, as
usual. I hope to have something completed in my lifetime.

Above is KR’s Junkers D1 from Wingnut
wings and below is Gary Mason’s Revell
747 E4B/

Yoda’s anti-gravity car, We’ll just have to see
what happens here.
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Scott and Steve Tortora

Above is Scott’s Corsair and below a
really cool P-47, all brush painted.

Steve T’s “Kong”, apparently this model is
a bear to put together and then clean up.
Looking forward to paint. !!

Scott’s “Spirit of St Louis.

Uss Nautilus

Winner’s mug from our last show. I wasn’t
here for that. Really cool.

Charlotte Scale Modelers

Web: www.ipmscharlotte.org
Email: Dad4204 @aol.com
www.facebook.com/
CharlotteScaleModelers/
Phone: 980-245-8844

Who Are We?
President: Jim “Yoda” Kiker

VP: William “Freewillie”

Everhart
Secretary: Wayne Funderburk Treasurer: “Mighty Joe”
Hartmann
Charlotte Scale Modelers is a chapter of the International
Plastic Modelers Society (IPMS) - USA, a non-profit
organization dedicated to the advancement of all aspects
of scale modeling. We are a diverse group of people
united by a common hobby. We take our modeling
seriously, but we keep things light and have some fun that’s what recreation is all about! We cover the full
spectrum of scale modeling from airplanes to cars to
science fiction, and we enjoy sharing the hobby with
fellow modelers.

Wiley E Coyote

We hold monthly meetings in the White building behind
Memorial United Methodist Church at 4012 Central Ave in
Charlotte, NC. Come in on the left side and to the back
of the Church parking lot and come around to the back.
Our meetings are open to the public and we welcome
visitors. Meeting times are from 7pm til 10pm thought we
do sometimes run a little longer with lively conversations.

Treasurer’s report: We have $4,881.00. The last check was for $200 to
the Houston Food Bank. We’ll lose a little more when Joe pays me for the
$50 raffle certificates and he owes Yoda some dough for paying for trophy
packages out of his own money.

